
Whether you work with Google Cloud, AWS, or Microsoft Azure, you’ll see meaningful 
cost savings and cloud optimization within 90 days of being onboarded. 

Your cloud transformation journey doesn’t have to be a tangled web of complexity.



From cloud migration, to building distributed systems, and everything in between, we’ll work hand-in-hand 

with you to “cut the Gordian knot” and successfully implement a program tailor-made to your needs.
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Quick Facts

Founded 2011

6x Google Partner of the Year


8 years as Google Cloud MSP 



35 minute avg. response time


92% resolution without Google




San Francisco · Tel Aviv · Austin · New York · 


London · Santa Clara · Los Angeles · Melbourne · 

Paris · Berlin



24x Google Certified Cloud Architects 


18x Google Certified Data Engineers


4x Google Maps API Developers


6x G-Suite Administrators


14x Kubernetes Administrators 


2x Kubernetes Trainers (30 globally)


1x CNCF Ambassadors (87 globally)




Accolades

Support

Locations

Certifications

98% CSAT

Earned Specializations

forward


Pushing cloud 

DoiT Github Repositories

DoiT Engineering Blog

Working with DoiT means that you get unlimited cloud consulting and engineering 
support from dedicated Sr. CRE's who've seen everything under the sun cloud.



Whatever your team needs — technical support, architecture reviews, migration 
assistance, deployment planning, “best practice” sessions — consider us your 
trusted co-pilot for all things cloud. 

Cloud
Maximize your ROI 
from .

L E T ’ S  TA L K

no additional cost
Tap into Deep Engineering Expertise 
at 

Leverage the power of BigQuery at peak efficiency with the 
only IDE and query optimization engine built specifically for 
Google BigQuery.

Cost optimization tooling available at zero cost:

 your Cloud Costs.Control

Get ML-assisted insights on your GCP costs with the leading 
cost management and cloud optimization platform.

L E T ’ S  TA L K

OFFER ING  SUMMARY

Trusted by world-class cloud teams

https://www.doit-intl.com/contact/
https://www.reoptimize.io/
https://www.doit-intl.com/contact/
https://web.superquery.io/
https://doit-intl.com/stats
https://github.com/doitintl
http://blog.doit-intl.com/


Eliminate unnecessary 
cloud costs

Get instant visibility into your cloud costs 
without wasting agonizing hours scanning 
through GCP bills. Saving DoiT customers 
$10M+ annually,                       helps you slice 
and dice your cloud spend and shine a light 
on cost and performance optimization 
opportunities. 

reOptimize 

Build, run, and scale 
Kubernetes with confidence

Learn more

Operate an agile Kubernetes infrastructure 
knowing you’re backed by folks who helped 
build Kubernetes itself. Your engineers 
should be free to focus on adding new 
features and products, not worrying about 
infrastructure or asking DevOps for help. 
DoiT helps you ensure that with a 
Kubernetes deployment customized to 
your needs.



highest
happiest

The  standards. 
The  customers.




“From its swift onboarding 
process, to its ability to support 
us at any level, at any time, and 
for every requirement. We work 
with DoiT as an ongoing partner 
to make decisions and plan 
ahead. The team helps connect 
our needs to the solutions that 
Google Cloud can provide.”


Director of IT Operations

eToroX

Aviad Diamant


“Having DoiT as a knowledge 
partner throughout the 
process was fantastic. DoiT 
helped us better understand 
our challenges and goals and 
provided effective best 
practices to keep us moving in 
the right direction.”



VP of Platform & Architecture 
Recurly


Jeff Sheldon


“DoiT International delivered 
us a roadmap for Kubernetes. 
So we knew what to expect 
and when to expect it. In 
addition, almost every week 
for the past year, we have had 
workshops with their team to 
discuss features and 
implementation.” 


Production Architect 
LivePerson


Sergei Koren


 just a 
helping hand.
Beyond

L E T ’ S  TA L K

Your company

Enable your data team to do their best work 
yet with the only IDE tailored for the needs 
of BigQuery users. Paired with a built-in 
query optimization engine,                          
helps teams harness the power of BigQuery 
at full capacity while keeping costs and 
resource usage to a minimum.



Leverage BigQuery at peak 
efficiency with superQuery



superQuery

In addition to being your cloud co-pilot, we're also 

building and investing in tools and services that 

enhance your experience on Google Cloud.
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L E T ’ S  TA L K

Trusted by world-class cloud teams

enhancedYour GCP experience 

forward


Pushing cloud 

Our open-source tools

Our engineering blog

O F F ER IN G  SU MMARY

https://www.reoptimize.io/
https://www.reoptimize.io/
https://www.doit-intl.com/contact/
https://www.doit-intl.com/contact/
https://web.superquery.io/
https://web.superquery.io/
https://github.com/doitintl
http://blog.doit-intl.com/
https://www.doit-intl.com/kubernetes/
https://www.doit-intl.com/kubernetes/

